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The Echo's mandate is to represent a
cross section of the inmate population,
in short, to be a sounding board.
According to some, this newsletter has
declined in readership lately because
of the Christian slant or influence that

your editor brings to the publication.
One way to ensure popular

opinion remains unhindered by (actual
or perceived) editorial bias came in
the form of this suggestion,. "Why not
start a separate Christian periodical
that could work cooperatively with the
existing Echo? You could still share
office space, equipment, ads and
articles in each others' papers."

The premise was brought to
Chaplain Bob Byhre who gave it his
support and offered to provide
subscription materials. The higher ups
seem to have no objection if expenses
like paper costs are subsidized. For
this, we would look to interested
donors.

Reaction to this proposal has
been mixed with comments varying
from, "Secular newspapers need more
of 'the salt of the earth', not less."— to—
"The idea of a companion Christian
newspaper may be innovative and
long overdue."

What do you think? Send in
the questionnaire at the back. Your
written responses will influence the
outcome.
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Letters

Thanks Guys!
By Kevin R. Oatway

In this month's article, I would like to
thank you for your support in the Open
Houses and coming out to hear our music
group. We have tried to put on a good
performance every time, and so far we have had
good musicians that don't mind putting in their
time to play for you. I thank all those who have
put so much time and effort in to get ready for the
Open Houses.

I have one little complaint and I hope you
don't put it all out of proportion. We have 320
inmates in this institution and approximately 20
musicians. And some of us are old, too. So all we
areasking from you is you would be so kind as to
help us after the Open House to remove all the
equipment and the stage. It would be greatly
appreciated and much easier if we all pitch in and
get it done.

I would like to thank Larry Fisher and
Norm Vezina who have put in a lot of their own
time picking up the tables and equipment for our
Open Houses. Dave Pisher, my hat's off to you
for your strong backand hard work after the Open
House. Thanks Guy. Also a special thanks to
Durban Skin, Steve Robinson, Donni Reinhold
and Douglas Stuart for a fine job at the Open
House, for their parts in the entertainment.

If, at the next Open House that we play,
there is a song that you think we can do for you,
please write mem down on a piece of paper and
give it to one of the members ofour group. Try to
have your requests in no later than a week before
the Open House.

Also, thank you Inmate Committee for all
your efforts and fine food at this last Open House
(Lou, Paul, Al and all the others).

Remember, if you want to keep this good
thinggoing, please do your part and help wherever
you can to set up and clean up, after the Open
Houses.

espeet the House
by Bob and Veronica Volk

I was lucky enough to come to
Mountain on April 3rd, 1993. Soon
after, my wife Veronica and I had our
first PFV. Today is August 9th and we
have just had another house visit.

PFV's are not new to us. We've

had 40 of them in three prisons in a
nine year period since May 1984.
What was new to us was walking into
a mess left by someone else. We don't
want to know who was in the West

Unit before us but they had no right to
expect Veronica and me to spend our
private time cleaning up their mess.

The bathroom sink and shelf

were dirty, the bathtub had a horrid
ring and the floors had not been
washed. Juice jugs were in the sink
unwashed, the coffee pot was left dirty
and used dish towels were under the

sink. The rug was not vacuumed, had
sand and stones on it and the tables

were sticky with whatever.
All this detail is not to em harass

but to ask, "What if it were you?" I
can assume I already know the
answer. Respect prevents me from
using the kind of language that came
to mind when this happened to us.

The PFV rules are on the

corkboard in the unit and almost all of

the above are addressed on page two,
paragraph three. Why would anyone
disregard such rules? Could it be
because, unlike the three other

institutions, there is no warning of a
penalty imposed, like having our
privileges taken away?

The May 26/93 meeting showed
that Mr. Lambert and the V&C staff

are doing a fine job running the PFV
program. They should not have to go



around threatening enforcement of the
cleaning rules. Respect for whoever
follows us should be the motivation,
along with respect for ourselves and
our family. The vast majority who
leave the house clean know that good
feeling, even if we don't know each
other.

Veronica and I treasure our

PFV's as an opportunity for sharing
and intimacy that can't be had in V&C.
We don't want to do anything that
could cause us to forfeit such a

privilege. Let's not be careless with
what little we do have. <fc
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HARDWARE & SUPPLY LTD.

7116 Pioneer Ave., Agassi* 796-2131
IH

We sell it all:

Hardware

Power Tools

Hobby Craft Supplies
Electrical Supplies
Garden Tools

Paint

Small Electric Appliances
Housewares

Giftware

TV's and Radios

&
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: Store Hours: 7:30 am - 6:00 pm
Monday to Saturday
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In the last article 1 stated that I

had been planning on closing the
Electronics Shop. I had a long talk
with some of the institutional

supervisors and my supervisor. Mr.
Richard Kelly, and we went into the
old agreement that was originally
drawn up when the shop first opened.

In the agreement, it states that
ONLY MINOR REPAIRS WILL BE DONE

IN THE ELECTRONICS SHOP. It

highlighted the fact that televisions
and warranty work are not to be done
in the shop. The shop was only set up
to deal with headphones, Walkmans,
radios and stereos.

After talking to our supervisor, i t
was decided to keep the shop open
and and stick to the original
agreement to do only light repairs.
Parts, and how to deal with retail in

the shop, also came into the discussion.
From now on, if you require any parts,
whether it be for a headphone jack or
an extension for your headphones, the
onus is on you to order the parts
before you bring it into the shop to
have work done. We will try and
stock some small parts like
replacement plugs and female
connectors. But anything else you
want, you will have to order yourself.

ALL WORK DONE IN THE SHOP

WILL BE DONE AT YOUR OWN RISK.

WE WILL DO ALL WORK TO THE BEST

OF OUR KNOWLEDGE.

LOCATION OF THE SHOP FOR ALL

NEW COMERS IS T-ll IN THE CANTEEN

BUILDING. JUST HANG A LEFT AFTER

YOU ENTER THE BUILDING.

Thank you -fir

Manager: Kevin R. Oalway
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The season of the Witch is upon us

Fellas, and I don't mean Primistress Kim
Campbell. What I am referring to is
Racism and poor economic times.

A man who is helping to fan this
racist inferno is a columnist of the North

Shore News, Doug Collins. Recently
Collins was awarded medals for
journalism; and it is these medals which
are at the heart of a controversial battle.

The battle is headed up by a
professor and friend of mine, Allan
Dutton. Dutton heads up a cool B.C.
coalition called B.C. Organization to Fight
Racism, or the B.C.O.F.R. The coalition
is fighting to publicly revoke the medals
awarded to Collins and to expose him for
what he is—a racist. In a recent article in
the Province and Sun, the coalition pre
sented powerful evidence to support the
revocation of the awarded medals. The
Gonzz has the scoop, or should I
poop, from the man responsible
heading up the fight

I have in front of me

newspaper articles, two of which
written by columnist Collins, and
others by The B.C.O.F.R. You decide for
yourself from Collins' own quotes:

"Refugees simply laugh"" at immi
gration officers at the airports. They
then apply for welfare, medicare, free
pots and pans, apartments, TV sets,

legal aid and anything else that strikes
their fancy...

say

for

four

are

two

"It's the kind of thing that has
led to riots in Europe...

"Rioting here is in reverse, as
witnessed by events in Toronto and
Montreal. It is immigrant blacks who
should have been kept out in the first
place who riot."

You decide \
for yourself! J

•

This is an excerpt from a column
by Collins entitled, Clearly Canada's
Lost Control Of It Boarders. Attacks

such as these have appeared for a
very long time in the North Shore
News. Example: Following recent
discriminaTory changes in immigration
policy, an October 7th North Shore
News column asked for further

measures to keep people originating in
non-white countries out of Canada.

Dutton of the B.C.O.F.R. says.
It is a travesty to claim that Doug
Collins has worked to improve
North Vancouver ...Collins promotes
individuals at the forefront of the:

Holo-caust denial movement — a

movement which is intended to not

only deny the horrors of the;
holocaust and to minimize the

threat posed by Nazism, but to
promote anti-Semitism (anti-Jew-
ism) through a bizarre and
irrational conspiracy theory.

I am sure the Grand Dragon of
the K.K.K. is tickled pink by the
support he has found in Columnist



Doug Collins. One of the men Collins
supports is Heinz Koppe. This man ,
once printed articles that promote the','
notion of recognizing Rudolf Hess by
awarding him a Nobel Peace Prize.
*YA RIGHT!

Unedited Canadian His-story will
show us that this man Collins is

nothing new. Any time a notion, or
should I say Nation, such as ours finds
itself in hard economic times, it looks
for a Scapegoat. Its part of a
phenomenon, or happening which
seems to correspond with difficult
economic times. The phenomenon is
xenophobia, (pronounced zenopho-
bia), in short, cats, a fear of strangers.
In this case it is the refugee and New
Canadian of a non-white origin.

In 1919 it was the East

Europeans and before that it was the
Native and Irish Catholics; and during
the depression it was the Communists, and
Socialists. Now it is everyone who is non-
white and has recently immigrated from a ,
new country.

Canada is not alone when it comes

down to scapegoating immigrants. In
England, France, Germany, and Italy, the
same xenophobic phenomenon is taking

place. In Germany the catch phrase is
ausstlander, or out lander, and that applies
to anybody who is not German. There is
one subtle difference between Europe and
Canada, and that is that all these European
governments are passing hard-core laws
to prevent the spread of racist hate in any
form. It's far past time that Canada did
the same, yet instead they seem to
encourage these evil practices.

These are dangerous times when we
let a man use a free press to .produce
hatred and racism. It's just plain
dangerous to ignore hate-mongers such as
columnist Doug Collins. Collins supports
and promotes men Like Heinz Koppe,
Ernest Zundel, and David Irving. These
men are affiliated and members of White
Supremacist Canadian Liberty Network,
the K.K.K, and various neo-Nazis
organizations. Their targets of hate have
varied over the years, and include,
French, East Europeans, East Indians,
Asians, Middle Easterners, Latins, Irish,
Natives, all Catholics, all Jews, Africans,
and most of all themselves.

The Word is Turd, and the turd of
the decade is Doug Collins. The turd of
the the century is anyone who supports or
feeds into his racist paranoid bullshit. If
the man must write at all, let him slander
the people who got us into this economic
mess—the Tories. They are the real
reason for the mess we are in, and not the
refugees trying to make a better life for
themselves. After all somewhere down

the line we were all refugees.
As a final note: If Collins and his

cronies were to talk about the government
the way they attack New Canadians, they
would be jailed for sedition. Well it just
goes to show The Gonzz, that some guys
will write, and do, just about anything for
a little weasel money.



.. Dear Gonzo,

I am writing to alert you to a serious
and dangerous side effects of the drug
Chlorpromazine which I recently
began taking to reduce chronic stress.
While I was warned of the possibility
of dryness of the mouth, I was taken
completely by surprise by the
profound relaxation and unbelievable
feeling of euphoric well-being this

. medication induced. While under the

influence of this drug, I bought my
son more than four hundred dollars

worth of Nintendo software and almost

reconciled with my ex-wife. Why
wasn't I WARNED ?

Hector Radish.

Dear Gonzo,

I've been nice and have shown you
what a good guy I am. I play the sax,
I'm hip, I've smoked pot (yet never
inhaled the substance) and have a
good sense humor. So when do I get
my chance to be the power-crazed
inhuman despot bent on compromising
vital Canadian investment, and
destroying a nation's economy? I'm
growing impatient. Sign the damn
North American Free Trade

Agreement!
! Bill Clinton

hanging on the Border Gate

Dear Gonzo,

I was just going over the passed Ahh!
proposed North American Free Trade
Agreement with my mentors Ahh!
members of my Tory party. Now in the
passing Ahh! event that the agreement
does go through the fixed Ahhh!
Senate House, it doesn't hurt to take
some provisions Ahh! precautions. So
beginning tomorrow everyone i n
Canada should start learning

7

American. By this I mean destroying
the English language with ridiculous
slang and practicing inaudible accents.
Second, learn how to exploit and
destroy everyone and everything in
the name of capitalistic free
enterprise. Third, learn the rate of
exchange because they don't like pur
multi-colored currency. Fourth, learn
their governmental structure and the
names of all the poorly equipped free
clinics and hospitals because you will
not be able to afford decent medical

attention anymore. Nothing major,
folks. Trust your Tories.

Kim "Buffy" Campbell.
The Nation Slayer:

Dear Gonzo,

Due to the tough economic times we
are facing, we at Revenue Canada have
recently adopted a new policy
regarding G.S.T. fraud and tax audits.
When you come into one of our many
over-staffed over-budgeted offices,
you will no longer be greeted by an
empathetic family-man accountant in
a three-piece suit. Instead you will be
asked to give your PITIFUL,
WORTHLESS, EXCUSES for your tax
transgressions to a recently fired
member of the Los Angeles Police
Department wielding a night stick and
mace. In short, we at Revenue Canada
would just like to say: with a little
help, we can reduce our nation's
deficit.

Revenue Canada

Dear Gonzo,

I've had the experience of looking
absolute evil in the face and feeling it's
unthinkable horrors singe my
souL.Next time I'll take precautions
and wear a string of garlic to my
parole hearing.

Tim Crottey.



ACROSS

1 deep-dish apple pie sweetened
with molasses

6 an American peanut
13 thought
14 sight organs
16 small bird

17 monks were them

19 fitted together
2 1 to spill carelessly
23 brutal
25 burning
26 (interj.) word of surprise
26 flares

31 (dial.) past tense of eat
32 total

34 Abbr. for each

35 ih, on or near
3b Abbr. for revolutions per minute
36 expert on parliamentary

procedures
41 a single unit
42 conjunction denoting choice
43 Abbr. for Virgin Islands
44 Abbr. for rooms

46 Abbr. for registered nurse
46 aquatic fur - bearing mammals
50 (interj.) exclamation of triumph
51 precise
52 a small spray
54 (archaic) have
57 diminishes gradually
60 precipitous
63 above
64 portable shelter
67 capital of Norway
66 acts vigorously
69 warden at Mountain Institution

DOWN

1 (slang) movie
2 fuss

3 reported information
4 city in NE Texas

Answers on pace 13
5 us 39
6 stain

7 (archaic or literary) you
9 is obligated

10 bluish to reddish purple 40
11 any of a large group of

four winged insects 45
12 finish 47

15 disciplined and austere
16 very greatly 49
20 anger
22 an Italian food 51

23 to hasten 53
24 a shrew or hussy 55
27 gospel song
29 more raw 56
30 prehensile units 57

32 to or at one side 56"
33 guide the movement of 59
37 couples 61
36 (interj.) exclamation of 62

disdain or contempt 65
66LL_8_

one who adheres to the

economic, social, and

political doctrines of
Karl Marx.

can be found on a saw

or a comb

dominant one

to persistently whine
and complain
a strong beating or
drumming
to sin or do wrong
jaunty and stylish
to such a degree or
extent

specific war criminal
(informal) syphilis
first woman

highly organized insect
large deer with antlers
Hawiian dish

symbol for einsteinium
in the direction of



Feature: Book and

Bible Review

It is chiefly through books that we
enjoy intercourse with superior
minds...God be thanked for books.

They are the voices of the distant, the
dead and make us heirs of the

spiritual life of past ages. Books are
true levclers. They give to all who will
faithfully use them, the society, the
spiritual presence of the best and
greatest of our race.

William Ellery Channing
Self Cuture (Boston, ix, 1838)

enlightenment

Enneagram Spirituality
by Suzanne Zuereher, O.S.B.

Notre Dame, Indiana. 1992 I66page.s

At RPC, some of us balked at a certain

course called Moral Development. But
we took it in spite of misgivings.
Mountain's Pastor Bob Byhre sat in,
while Regional Chaplain Dave
Hildermann put forth two concepts.
One was from Myers/Briggs—to help u s
sort out our temperament. The other

9

came from an ancient Sufi tradition, ,
The Enneagram—to determine our
"person-ality typology".

The latter is the subject of this
book by Suzanne Zuereher. While the
original Enneagram is a middle Eastern
invention, it has been uncannily well-
received in the West.

Our textbook at RPC was big on
moving with or against arrows toward
other numbers to grow and improve in
character. Zuereher doesn't recom

mend arrows. "They don't assist in the
process of transformation." Instead,
she promotes contemplation and
meditation, "pondering and wondering
over that creation which is the human

person."
Our Enneagram text seemed to

be amazingly accurate in describing
each of our numbers in detail.

Zuercher's is a step beyond the basics
of the meanings of numbers. It seems
appropriate for those who want to go
further and deeper into reflections on
scripture and even contemporary
psychology.

Because everybody's different, it
may be unfair to pigeon-hole people
into specific types and casts, but words
are only limited by the way they're
put together. Zuercher's words, well-

processed, can move us ahead in
maturity.



pbokis books books book
Who Is This Jesus?

by Michael Green
Professor. Regent College

"Isn't it remarkable," observes author

Michael Green "that the name of Jesus

Christ should be most familiar

nowadays as a swear word? We don't
hear Mohammed's or Buddha's name

spoken loosely." A third of the world
believes Jesus is God himself. Surely
this is an anomaly well worth
examination. Who is this man who

inspires such deep devotion—and at
the same time such hostility?

Plato held that people are bound
to love the highest good when they see
it. but the author says Plato was
wrong. There is also something ugly
and twisted in human nature that

shrinks away from the light.
i

Jesus' gruesome death was the only
solution that could satisfy both God's
holiness and his love: "He upheld the
penalty we deserved, and then went
and endured it himself... Because he

died there in actual and public agony.
I know God will not go back on his
contract with me, however much 1

mess up my end of it.
In a final two chapters called

"Footnotes for the Curious", Green
deals with scriptural credibility,
archaeological discoveries and

1 0

documents citing historical and
geographical proofs. The early dates
of the Gospels and Epistles are well
authenticated, their status as a unique
form of literature established. their

coherence demonstrable.

Through two millennia, despite
persecution from without and
corruption from within, the church has
preserved the evidence that Jesus is
very much alive. "I still recall the
force with which this struck me at the

time when I was beginning to become
a disciple of his," Green writes. "If he
is alive, why should I not meet with
him? And I did. That's how I became

sure. Read on. It can happen to
anyone."

Virginia Byfield, who reviewed
this for British Columbia Report calls
Who Is This Jesus a triumph of
popular apologetics that stands with
C.S. Lewis' 50 year-old Mere
Christianity and speaks more directly
to this generation. It is a lucid and
fascinatingly informative, yet never
patronizing "testament" written from
the heart as well as the head.

The paperback (S5.75) including shipping)
can be ordered from Regent Books, 5800
University Blvd. Vancouver V6T 2E4
telephone 228-1820. A hard cover edition
(S15.50 inclusive) should be available soon.
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Sharing the Darkness:
The Spirituality of

Caring
by Sheila Cassidy.

Maryknoll (New York):
Orbis Books. 1991 177 pages

Some of us tell ourselves, "If I wasn't
in jail. I'd be able to care for the
suffering; I'd be out there helping
somebody." Did you know there are
needs right in this camp? Even dying
people?

The director of a hospice for the
terminally ill has written about
becoming a companion to such as
these, how to enter their darkness and
despair. It is an honest, no-easy-
answers perspective on "doing unto
the least of these."

She refers often to her impri
sonment in Chile (the subject of her
earlier book Audacity to Believe )
and to Jean Vanier's L'Arche
Community for the terminally ill.

1 1

Psychologist Peter Naus* asks if
reference to a "God of Paradox" is
of much help to those facing a
major tragedy in their lives. The
redemptive value of suffering is
indeed hard to grasp.

'There comes a
time when just
being present is
all that is left'
Studious caregivers are confronted
with their own vulnerabilities. I n
fact Sheila Cassidy's book is
permeated by a deep sense of
human limitations, handicapped.

The foundation for her
caring attitude is the
Scriptural admonition "to
do justly" (be competent
and use integrity), "love
mercy" (be compas
sionate) "and walk
humbly" (accept the
mystery of suffering).

Helpers who are
conditioned to view hel

ping as doing something
will be encouraged that
when nothing more can
be done for the handi

capped, the insane, the
rejected and dying, w e
can be there, at the foot
of the Cross, with them.

"•Catholic New Times
10 January 1993



Choosing a Bible?

Have you walked into a stereo shop or
book store and felt ovewhelmed by
the choices? Did you almost want to
turn around and walk out?

Who would have thought, down
the centuries, we would have a

superabundance of the Bible? We are
embarrassingly rich in English Bibles.
Our Chaplains' shelves are so replete
with the best-sellers, they're free!

There are different Bibles for

different uses. The idea behind a

serious study is to compare so you
don't get mixed up by the few versions
that are, shall we say, distorted. But
which to choose? Are you looking lo
memorize verses or get a new twist on
a familiar passage? Do you want a
word-for-word translation or a

though t-for-t hough t paraphrase?
Some are easier to read than a

newspaper and the library has
cassettes of whole Bibles. If you look
hard enough, you can dust off some of
the rarer versions among this popular
list.

1 2

•

The New American

Standard Bible (1971) is a
new version of the

American Standard of

1901. The translators

were committed to the

original-language texts.
The NASB is good for a
strictly literal study Bible.
The Chapel's left wall has
them in brown or gold.

The New King James
Version (1982) preserves

as possible the
161 1 Authorized

It's probably the
to memorize and

Angus Haggarty
from it every

as much

revered

Version.

best one

Major
preaches
Tuesday.

The New American Bible (1970)
is translated from the original
languages by Catholic and some
Protestant scholars. It

literal to dynamic and
apocryphal books. Notes
contain only a small
distinctly Catholic dogma.

The New

is considered

includes the

in the NAB

amount of

Version (1990) is a
the RSV of 1952.

included scholars

various Protestant

well as Roman

Orhodox and Jewish

ecumenical NRSV is

Revised Standard

new translation of

Its committee

affiliated with

denominations. as

Catholic, Eastern
scholars. The

accepted by a
wide array of Christian groups.

The New Jewish Publication

Society Version (1985) is a new
version of the Hebrew Scriptures of
1917. Called the Tanakh, it relies on

the traditional Masoretic text, not the

Septuagint or Dead Sea Scrolls. Hence,
the NJPS is a conservative. but

1hough t-for-t bought translation.



The Good News Bible (1976).
Also called Today's English Version,
the TEV is published by the American,,
and Canadian Bible Societies. Written

in simple, everyday and natural Eng
lish it surpassed all records for paper
back sales during its first few years.
Watch out for crucial changes like
"blood" in the Epistles often translated
"sacrificial death." Our Chapel has
many, with or without an apocrypha.

Phillips Version (1957) has been
popular because of its free style and
readable 20th-century English. The
New Testament was revised in 1973.

We have one around for enjoyable
reading. You'll find more Beck's (An
American Translation) on our shelves

but be sure to compare these to a
more literal version.

The Amplified Bible seems at
first a little awkward to read in places
where brackets insert many synonyms
but these are meant to elaborate on

the original meaning of the text. The
latest edition of Frances Siewert's

translation in the Wycliffe tradition is
from Zondervan publishers in 1987.

August
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The New International Version

(1978) was translated by more than
100 international scholars in the

• evangelical tradition. When we read a
Bible together in the Chapel, this is it.
It is midway between a literal
rendering and a free paraphrase and
has been called "one of the best all-

purpose Bibles available to English-
speaking Christians."

The New Jerusalem Bible (1986)

had its beginnings in La Bible de Jeru
salem. Like its French counterpart, it
was translated from the original
languages rather than Latin. The NJB
is ecumenical, though isolated Catholic
teaching can be found in its extensive
introductions, notes and study aids.

The Living Bible (1971), began
as a modernized New Testament b y
Dr. Kenneth Taylor, initially for his
high school age daughters. It became
almost as easy and fun to read as USA
Today. Editions you might find around
here arc called The Way or The Book.
But take Dr. Taylor's advice and "check
any paraphrase against a rigid
translation." &
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Our right to vote has been pulled out from
under us. Here is Don Mackenzie's
viewpoint on the matter, trimmed down a
little tor this issue.

The dastardly deprivation of incarce
rated individuals' freedom to exef.cise
the federal franchise illustrates the

bankruptcy of the Preposterous
Conservative political party.

Well may they be known as
"P.C.'s", insulated as they keep them
selves from the uncomfortable reali
ties of truth, right and action. We may
refer to them as "bubble boys and
girls". Lacking resistance to the viru
lence of life's actualities, surrounded
by their frowning, supercilious "yes-
people", they quaintly maintain
themselves immaculately coccooned
within a practically opaque layer of
contrived illusion.

Soon may that bubble burst, as
those of our fellow-citizens who still
retain the vote do what we would if
those presently in power had the
courage to permit it.

Rather than averting eyes from
primary concerns and cravenly
concentrating on peripheral issues, the
policy-formulators smugly situated
just across the river Styx from Hull,
need to focus on what really matters
and evolve strategies to appropriately
cope as our third millenium looms.

1 4
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Explanation, please?
The evolution of car advertising is so
erratic. No longer does National
Geographic underscore every page 3
with a Cadillac as wide as a bar. Even
picture-oriented Life magazine dis
plays only moderate family cars.' But
television, which never used to adver

tise luxury cars, is now offering up
Lincoln and Lexus, left and right- How-
do the teeming ghettos on vulnerable
welfare incomes cope with offers like,
"It's the Lease we can do!"?,

•r -

In the summertime the battle of the
sexes turns again to that recurring

.skirmish: whether to lower the
convertible roof or not.

On the one hand, there's you, the
enthusiast who is powerless to resist
sticking your head up into the icy
slipstream. Then there's this woman
who, at the cost of many dollars, scores
of lives, and the better part of six
hours has just DONE HER HAIR. She
needs you and your car like she needs
a cement mixer full of owls.

But she won't say so — she'll
merely glare balefully ahead while her
hair assumes the appearance of a new
housing project for low-income mice...

taken from Wayne Boden. On Love and the Car

Outlook. Magazine. Warkwnrth



igbee thought,"swell day," as he stuck his head
out the bedroom window into the warm morning
sun and the buzz of the bees in the honey suckle
trees. Digbee, the supernerd genius was so moved
by the beautiful day that he forgot the intense
anxiety he had been suffering due to his work on
the warm whirl.

The research department's car screeching
into his driveway quickly snapped him back to
reality. Ordinarily the skinnyred head would have
welcomed their arrival, but the gravel-spraying
stop and the total fearful looks on the white-coated
scientists' faces as they ran out of the car, brought
a lump of dread to his throat. Winthrop the
department head blurted incoherently, something
about "Kids disappearing...falling into the warm
whirl...The press...The parents...We'll be
ruined...We've got to get them back!!..."

Before I knew it I was in my p j's, in the
back seat, recklessly driving to the warm whirl
site. Rounding the last comer I could see the
ambulances, the police cars, the TV vans, and all
the news cars parked helter skelter at our
destination. Beyond them was a jumble of people
milling around the entrance of the huge, quanset
hut, pur lab. .;(
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My arrival came as a complete let
down. I had been heralded as the
sure-fire saviour. Then I appeared
dressed in p j's, big fluffy bear
paw slippers, and uncombedbright
orange hair. I looked old enough
to be celebrating juniorhigh school
grad, and almost smart enough to
undo my locker combination. \

The lost childrens' mother
took one look at me and started
crying insanely in shrill, gasping
squeals. Her red-faced husband
looked like he didn't know
whether to crap, console his wife,
or to give me a good shake.

Winthrop pushed me through
the crazy shouting people into the
quanset hut and up to the warm
whirl. The warm whirl is like a
big grain silo. It is about 95%
buried in the ground and full of a
miniature, slow motion hurricane
made up ofradiation and hydrogen
ions. You can drop copper and
neon in the top and collect gold off
the floor. You can time travel on
certain settings.
"Any residues," I asked?

"No none," said Winthrop.
"Then they time traveled," I said, and added
thoughtfully, "I'll have to go after them."
Winthrop looked as if he was ready for a rubber
room as I asked him if anyone had changed any
settings. "No," he said, "I checked all the;,
printouts." After a few goodbyes and "good
lucks", I dove in, not thinking I'd likely land on
my head on the other side, at an unknown date.

I must have blacked out because as I came
out of the fuzzy fog of unconsciousness, I could
hear a huge chorus of riotous laughter. I had
landed upside down, hanging from a tree in the'
middle of a 1920's community picnic. Some old
coot yelled, "Hey sonny, you lose yer teddy up
there?"

I squirmed to get free and found my waist
band caught in a branch. The more I struggled, the
more it stretched. "I hope they don't see my Walt
Disney underwear," I thought to myself.

The two spike-haired, neo-punk,
preadolescent brats 1 came to rescue looked up
from their huge dishes of cake and ice cream. One
said to the other "Hey look it's Digbee
Supernerd."fl
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Missy by Robert Bretort
You are there at the edge of ocean's lips,
Watching the sun drown in. ite yawning mouth,
Killingthe day deliberately in a bloody mist,
Under dullskydaubed with embered clouds

You breathe the warm wind still from daylight,
Counting seventh waves stretching on sand bed,
To flit at yourfeet gleamingnuances of red.
Kissing youhumm....thento bow delighted.

In the air, the night flight of dark crows speeds
To pierce fainting lights like mad arrows.
Springing from your eyebrows like bended bows,
Pecking to death the dawn of bruise shadows.

Learn French

A course in French is offered in
room 242 in the school every
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday
from 6 to 7 pm. Tutor Robert
Breton offers one on one
instruction and says, "Join
anytime." information
sneets are in the classroom.

A sudden gale blew your black gown out of sight,
Unsewn, unruffled crinoline dressing new night.
Delivered threads tonip 'tween emptied 3titche3,
Becoming a firmament of shooting stars o'er beaches.
Where you stand my Love.. .my Wife, again and soon.
Enjoy this kiss shaped as smile of crescent moon.

Other ghostly waves coming in full sail,
Carrying mermaids' songs into night,
Charming voices singing like nightingale.
The song3 of your tyts saying hug-me-tight.

And your body to write on ribbed sand mattress.
Passionate poems with letters of caress,
Until sun rising away from ocean's madness,
Then asking fading night togive back your dress.

Apprenez le Frangais

Un cours de francais nous est
offert dans ta chambre 242 a
i;ecoie tous les lundis, mardis et
jeudis de 1800 a 1900 heures.
Tuteur Robert Breton offre de
'instruction individuelle et nous
suggere de s'abonner nimporte
quand. Lesfascicules

information sont dans ia classe.



Allfour passengers and the pilot were incinerated when a WaglMa Air
Beaverfloatplane from Bella Bella crashed at Klemtu July 26th. Don
M8cKen2ie penned this testimony to two cherished ladies onboard.

Klemtu Soliloquy
Umpas Hadanee, Raven tribe

vii.1993. A.D.

She was just a slip of a girl
Barely caught up in life's mad swirl
Raven hair with the hint of a curl
Olivia, our precious pearl.

Mother and wife and daughter and friend
She was a person you'd trust to the end
One of the loveliest Heaven did send
Jo-Anne, homeward ye wend.

This is a time for testing our souls
Our faith is deep, yet scrapes on sharp shoals
Does Destiny mock at our cherished set goals?
We seem to stumble in predestined holes.

Yet we'll pursue our agreed-upon task
A chance to still struggle is all that we ask.
Community caring our strengthening cask
Someday in sustained success we may bask.

The picture I keep
Beside my bed
The memory I keep
Inside my head
The sound I hear

Is the beat of a heart

Bringing you near
Though we're apart
The rising sun
Shines the dew
A new day has begun
A day closer to you
Be it day or night
One thing is true
My thoughts
wrong or right
are only of you.

But until then, we shant cease to continue
And our traditions both value and renew
Reach out to each other for sweet comfort too
That's what our ancestors teach us to do.

Olivia, JoAnne looking down from above
Send us a blessing and send us your Love
It will descend on the wings of a Dove .
Clasping us close like a hand and a glove.

Thus we will journey on further in life
Calm in the face of the challenge of strife
Memories dear of a Mom, daughter, wife
Trust in the future with promise so rife.

Jesus our Lord us alone will not leave

If in His Gospel we firmly believe
If to His Mercy we steadfastly cleave
If His Salvation we gladly receive.

.'•

Qa^&nznfwisnty
Here I sit within these walls
My thoughts are all of you.
I think of how my time in here
Is spent apart from you.
Though the bands of love are strong
I ask, Could ours ever break?
Life without you darling
Is more than I could take.
Frustration and pain
are my closest friends

And no one hears my cries.
I hold onto pieces of the past
Thinking of if's and why's.
I'm always dreaming of the day
When the pain I'll rise above.
Then again I'll hold the girl
That I'll forever love.



MylFeet, wy [Feet
k. c l . .. fey Lapru ReadMy feet, my feet a *
Why dothey hurt? It must be all this concrete.

My feet, myfeet
They are really neat
When I cross the toes
or pick up my socks.

My feet, my feet
Ah, they really can't be beat
When Iwriggle them toes
or spread them apart.

My feet, my feet
When you kiss them
you say they are sweet?
Can't you tell they
are like rancid meat?
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KATES ^ NORTHERN
MENU

All entrees served with snow (choice of yellow or white), jellied salmon
eggs and native fireweed.

From the Sky

Sweet and Sour Mosquitoes (when available): Prime mosquitoes lightly
braised with buttered almonds. $29.95
Stuffed Raven a la Minto: Fresh mushroom caps stuffed with Minto
Raven and served with our special cheese sauce. $19,95

From the Slope

Blubber: Lightly breaded filet of blubber deep fried to exquisite
crispness, served with moose nuggets and garnished with field mice.
$19.95

Polar Bear a la Rock Creek (the culinary capital of the Yukon): From a
secret recipe handed down from chef to chef for the past twelve
centuries in Rock Creek (Bear Skin Rugs available in our gift shop).
$24.95

Seal Fin Tempura: Fresh seal fin dipped in our original tempura butter
and deep fried. Served with tempura sauce and a lemon wedge. $22.95

From the Bush

Cariboo Parmigiana: Caribou filet pounded thin, braised lightly, baked
and served with Doll Sheep cheese. $26.95
Tongue of Arctic Timber Wolf: Packed during full moon in a marinade
of drool. $32.95

Ptarmigian Wellington: Only the choicest early Spring Ptarmigian,
seasoned with freshly ground walrus tusk. $24.95

a



Northern Salad: Boot Broth .80 bowl

Choice aspen leaves, fireweed and boiled
porcupine needles, tossed with freshly
ground raven's beak and finely diced moose
nuggets. Garnished with Doll Sheep
cheese julianne. $19.95

From the Fridge

jJU- *w

Water

Tap. $0.50
With ice. $0.50 i W-
Withsilt. $1.00
Creme de Blubber $5
Cariboo Milk $4.50
Salmon Juice $6.50

From the Medicine Cabinet

Free with order of any entree

Milk of Magnesia
Pepto Bismol
TUMS

Kao Pectate

Flatwear Rental

Spoon $0.50
Fork $0.50
Knife $0.50

Glass $0.50
Plate $1.50
Bowl $1.50
Complete Table Setting
Tourist Special $3.50
(clean napkins extra)

i
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Ij KloY/ndyke
Kate

Kate's Bakery
Jawbreakers

Take your pick
or use a hammer

Igloo Cake
Carved from auhentic

Eskimo igloos and topped
with crushed berries.

$18.95
With ice worms. $28.95

Berry Pie
We follow the bear to

gather our warm berries for
this pie. A real northern

treat.

Comments from our patrons

ul especially liked the Milk of
Magnesia."
"A unique dining experience.
I will send my mother-in-law."
"Not altogether awful."

55 "Great knives and forks."
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One man's gratitude

Our umpires try hard. It's time to
them a moment of recognition. It's
wrong to give a bit of praise where
deserved. Staying impartial requires
superhuman effort sometimes. From
us to you, thank you.

An Anonymous Yapper

Baseball Stats as of July 30 1993
End of Season

Pts.

CM Sport 36

Brotherhood 30

Untouchables 16

Old Socks 2

Black Knights 0

Top Ten Batters
Avg- RBI's

give

not

it's

CMS .509 17

CMS .507 18
CMS .500 18

Gabbie Untouchables .471 A
Darren Untouchables .AAA 11

CMS .AA3 16

CMS .439 19

NBH .A3A 12
Untouchables .A29 IA

10 Swede Untouchables .358 11

Runs

20
20

20

11
11

1

22

16

22

13

chance. Our other two teams met and CMS took
hold of the game handing the Old Sox a real
spanking.

But alas, Saturday was a downfall for both
our teams and they lost their first game each. But
we were still in the running coming up from the
bottom set.

Late Saturday and early Sunday proved to
be black times as altour teams came down to their
second and final loss. Both of the last teams left
were from outside. Yet it was a nice sight to see a
large crowd for the last game. And by the amount
of noise, everyone had their choices.
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This weekend turned out to be a fun one,
with the ball players able to have family and friends
in. The BBQ was a rave success with a total
sellout of food.

In all everything worked out good, the
weather was great, and the best was seeing all the
guys in here enjoying a sport so many of us wish
we could play as well.

The winning team, Kingma Brothers, went
through the series without a loss. The last game
was a close one until Kingma Brothers opened up a
six run lead, with Buffalo Club fighting back hard.
A lot of us wanted the Buffalo Club to win to set a
second game, but with no luck. The Kingma

Brothers took care of Buffalo Club. ©

The season is but all over, and it was
one of the best we've seen in the past
ten years. There were a total of 65
players in the game which is close to
20% of the guys here. Also, to see
up to 50 guys watching a game
speaks highly of what was done on
the baseball field.

The summer tourney was
played this long weekend of July and
August. With three inside teams, a
lot of us were hoping for a winning
team. The NBH started off with a
bang winning their first game. And
many thought we really stood a

THEY flGiyftf IT-WU C\JT Off AT LEAST
FOUR HOURS OH YOl/R RUN /v
2 1



Questionnaire
Labour Day '93

What do you want to see less or more of, generally, in the Mountain Echo?

Letters and Opinions

Mountain Inmate News

Input from Administration

News on Prisons

Programs News

Spiritual Section

Poetry

Short Stories

Jokes and Cartoons

Crossword Puzzle

Sports Section

Education

Other

Signature.

Much Less Less Same More Much More

Comments

(if you so desire)

Tear off and return to Bob Cormier, Neil Van Boeyen,
Al Rodney, Robert Owens, Doug Stuart or Andy Briand.
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